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When I took on the leadership of Stapleford Town Council, I never expected the 

journey I’ve been on over the last year. On a personal level I’ve learnt things 

about myself I didn’t know previously, both positive and negative, and have 

challenged myself with learning new skills and to do my best to represent the 

people of Stapleford. I have done my utmost to try and encourage and nurture 

this in other Councillors. I truly threw myself in at the deep end and whilst it’s 

been a tough year, it’s been hugely worthwhile. 

I think it is fair to say it’s been a challenging year for us all; new Councillors 

learning a new role and seasoned Councillors adjusting to a much-changed Town 

Council.  It was quickly established that there had been vital foundations missing 

at the Town Council for some time, which had sadly been hampering its progress 

in providing a high value service to the community; indeed, the offering to the 

community was the bare minimum. 

The Council immediately got to remedying this through establishing a number of 

working groups and committees:  

The Events Working Group is now up and running, engaging the community at 

many different levels and broadening the Council’s offering, bringing the people 

of Stapleford together. The Group established itself as somewhere residents 

could come and pitch their own ideas and many took a hands-on role in helping 

to organise the now, regrettably, postponed VE Day and VJ Day events. This has 

included local schools, charities, community organisations, businesses and 

individuals, and I’m looking forward to seeing what work this Group undertakes 

in the future. 

The allotments had been largely neglected over the years, despite being the sole 

remaining statutory duty of the Town Council. As our most valuable asset, both 

in terms of financial value and community benefit, it was vital to give them some 

much needed attention. The Allotments Steering Group had its first meeting 

early in 2020, and whilst unfortunately we’ve been unable to meet again due to 

the current crisis, I hope this will continue in the long term. We were able to 

address some longstanding problems and open up lines of communication with 

plot holders through their site reps and the SDGHA. Of course, we cannot 

discuss the improvements made at the allotments without mentioning the 

significant growth in take up of tenancies, due largely to the hard work of Tony 

and, latterly, Sophie. I think it’s important that we recognise this achievement 

and acknowledge the impact high occupancy will have in terms of ringfenced 

funding for the allotments in the longer term, so I hope you’ll all join me in 

thanking both Tony and Sophie for their hard work. 

The HR & Policy Review Committee was set up to ensure accountability and 

compliance, and to give staff the security of knowing there would be support in 

place for them throughout their employment. The committee has been working 

hard towards compliance in a number of areas – Human resources, data 

protection and FOI, health and safety, safeguarding and the handling of 

complaints. One of its first tasks was to recruit a new Town Clerk and I would 

like to thank Councillors Browne and Goold for giving up their time and working 



hard on this with me. Shortlisting and interviewing took, all in all, around 16 

hours in addition to our various personal, council and work commitments. This 

obviously resulted in the recruitment of Sabrina Doherty, who has thus far 

proven to be a breath of fresh air for the Council.  She has provided us with 

insight and knowledge around the proper governance of a local Council and 

opened doors to ideas of where the Council might go next. 

We have said goodbye to Tony in June and I’m certain the Carnegie Centre will 

not feel quite the same without him.  I wish him well in his future endeavours 

and hope that he pops by from time to time to say hello.  His departure has left 

us with vacant hours and questions over how we should staff the Council in the 

future.  One thing that has become clear is that there are not enough office 

hours budgeted for, especially if we are to expand our offering to become a 

more effective and community focused council. There is certainly a case to 

review the current staffing and activity.  

I fully understand that it must be frustrating for Councillors to have not seen 

anything tangible being undertaken. I am aware that some of you have projects 

you were hoping would be underway by now and sadly the coronavirus has held 

us back in that. With legally required documents as essential as financial 

regulations, Operation London Bridge and the aforementioned governance 

material not in place at the start of this term, these have had to be the priority. 

It was certainly a shame that we could not hold our strategy workshop in March, 

however, I have been disappointed with the level of engagement in the strategy. 

A short survey was sent out in October, to which very few responded and when 

invited earlier in the summer to contact the Town Clerk with submissions, this 

has yielded very little again. I had hoped this would be more of a team 

endeavour. 

That said, work has forged ahead with the climate strategy, thanks to the hard 

work of Councillor Needham, and a number of visits have taken place to other 

towns and parks to inspire and inform a draft strategy document. This includes 

projects that have come from a number of Councillors including the Green Flag 

project and the Erewash nature reserve, projects from staff with regards to the 

future of the Carnegie Centre, and a marketing and community engagement 

strategy. This will be presented at the next full Council meeting, should 

Councillors still wish to consider what I have written, because I would like to 

give Councillors one final opportunity to make their contributions. Whether this 

be community, economy, green or governance related, you can submit these 

directly to the Town Clerk. 

It has not been the easiest job in the world to lead a Council of people with such 

a mix of political opinion, with whom I have been on more than one occasion 

both morally and ethically in opposition as well. However, I have been proud to 

have led a Council where many of us have crossed political boundaries in pursuit 

of a common goal; the betterment of the lives of the people of Stapleford.   

Whatever outcomes are reached during this annual meeting, the Council should 

now strive to find new ways to move forward constructively and positively, to 

shape the future of Stapleford, in unity.  



I must congratulate all staff members for their patience, resilience and continued 

hard work over the last four months. It has been a trying time for all of us in so 

many ways and to persist in keeping up the high standards they have in much 

changed working conditions. In particular, a huge thank you to Bev, who has 

continued with her duties, keeping the building secure, ensuring it is kept clean 

and hygienic for those who have still been using the Carnegie during the 

lockdown period.  

This last four months has seen us through the most trying time in living memory 

for many people. SARS-CoV-2 will inevitably affect our lives and the work of the 

Council going forward for the foreseeable future. The pulling together of the 

community and the encouraging and enthusiastic work of a number of Stapleford 

Councillors has been nothing short of inspiring. We’ve all put in our fair share, 

whether as Councillors, carers or keyworkers but I would like particularly to 

recognise Councillor Browne, who has put his life at risk daily in the pursuit of 

helping people recover from this disease. No amount of clapping will ever stress 

the gratitude I feel towards Bob and every member of staff working on the NHS 

front line in fighting this, every keyworker looking after our parents and 

grandparents and teaching our children, every keyworker keeping us fed, safe 

and secure, every keyworker keeping us in touch and connected.  

This is a new and sometimes fearful world we are living in but there cannot be 

progress without change, let’s embrace the positives. Let’s utilise this revitalised 

community spirit and the new connections we’ve made to push forward. Here’s 

to another year of progress and positive change in Stapleford.  

Finally, I could not finish the year without congratulating Councillor Darby on a 

successful year as Mayor and possibly the best Garden Competition turn out 

there has ever been! I wish the very best of luck to our new Mayor for the 

challenge ahead. Thank you all so much for your hard work and support. Just 

keep swimming. 

 

Councillor Ella Kearney 

Leader of Stapleford Town Council  


